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ABSTRACT 
The unified theory presented here covers as special cases the star order of 
Drazin, the minus order of Hartwig and Nambooripad, the sharp order, and other 
partial orders introduced by the author. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Matrices are denoted by capital letters, column vectors by lowercase 
letters. For a matrix A, &‘(A), J(A), and A’ denote the column span, null 
space, and transpose of A. F” denotes the vector space of n-tuples and 
.9- mXn the vector space of matrices defined on a field 3’7 &Y represents the 
field of complex numbers. For a complex matrix A, A* denotes its complex 
conjugate transpose. B = AO(B - A) means 
RankB=RankA+Rank(B-A) (I) 
and is read “A and B - A are disjoint.” 
A- denotes a generalized inverse (g-inverse) of A, that is, a solution G 
of the matrix equation AGA = A. The reflexive g-inverse A; is a solution G 
of the pair of equations AGA = A, GAG = G. For a square matrix A, Ai 
denotes a g-inverse of A satisfying the additional condition .&‘(G’) c &(A’). 
A, is similarly defined through the conditions AGA = A, d(G) c .&(A). A 
g-inverse of A which is both Ai and Ai is denoted by A&. AR, A& and 
A&. exist if and only if the matrix A has index 1, that is, Rank A2 = Rank A 
181. The symbols Ai, A& and A& were changed respectively to A;, A,, 
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and A,& in [16]. ARC (A&) is also known as the group inverse of A and 
denoted by AX 131. A g-’ Inverse of A which commutes with A is denoted by 
A,,. A,,,, exists if and only if the matrix A is of index 1. For a complex 
matrix A, a minimum-norm g-inverse A,,, - is a matrix G that satisfies the 
pair of equations AGA = A, (GA)* = GA. A least-squares g-inverse A, is 
similarly defined through the equations AGA = A, (AC)* = AG. The 
Moore-Penrose inverse A+ is the unique solution G of the simultaneous 
matrix equations 
AGA=A, GAG=G, (AG)*=AG, (GA)*=GA. 
{A-) represents the class of all g-inverses of A. {A,), (A,}, etc. are 
similarly interpreted. A,,., A, , AL, are defined as follows: 
(A,,1 =(A,}n{A;l, (A,) =(A,}nIA;), {&z) =IA;}n{K,j. 
The following lemma is virtually contained in [16, p. 431. A proof which is 
valid for any field appears in [I4]. 
LEMMA 1.1. For nonnull matrices A and B, AC- B is invariant under the 
choice of the g-inverse if and only if 
J(B) c4C), k( A') c d( C') (2) 
DEFINITION [16]. A pair of matrices A and B are said to be parallel 
summable (p.s.) if A(A + B)-B is invariant under the choice of the g- 
inverse (A + B)-. 
When A and B are p.s., A(A + B)-B is called the parallel sum of A and 
B and is denoted by the symbol P(A, B). 
The space preordering A s: B is defined as follows (cf. Marshall and 
Olkin [7, p. 131). We write 
A: B if k(A)cL(B), &( A’) c L( B') . (3) 
In a star semigroup with a proper involution (denoted by *). Drazin [2] 
introduced the concept of a star order, which in the context of m x n 
complex matrices can be stated thus. We write 
A;B if BA*=AA*, A*B=A*A. (4) 
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It was shown that (4) is equivalent to the following de~nition: 
A2B if BA’=AA+, A+B=A+A. (5) 
Since then, starting from the minus order of Hartwig [4] and Notepad 
[IS], a host of other partial orders have been introduced through various 
classes of g-inverses of A [lo, 121. These papers study the various classes of 
g-inverses piecemeal and establish theorems which are interesting in them- 
selves. 
In the absence of any rationalization, some of these theorems may appear 
to be taken out of a hat, as no explanations are offered for the pecularities 
observed in individual cases. For example the equivalence of the relation 
A z B with the set inclusion {B -} c { A- ) was proved in [Q]. The same paper 
shows that A 2 B is equivalent to {B,;} C{A,}, {B;} c{A,}. Another equiv- 
alent condition for the latter is (Bin] C {A&,} [I]. In [lo] it was shown that 
A 4 B is equivalent to {B&,} C (A&,]. The purpose of this paper is to 
present a unified theory which puts all such results in a proper perspective. 
The following broad definition will prove useful in such a uni~cation. For 
a set -7a, let the collection of all subsets of 9 be denoted by .P(/). 
Let & be a map from Fmx” to LY(._?P-“~~), 
A ;&t), (6) 
which maps every matrix A in P”“’ to a specified subset @(A) of 
g-inverses of A (possibly nonempty). We write 
A:B if BA-=AA-, A-B=A-A forsome A-E@(A). (7) 
This relation is automatically reflexive and antisymmetric. 
The minus order 7 corresponds to the choice .3(A) = {A-f, and the star 
order to the choice &(A) = the single member set {A+]. Since the minus 
order uses the largest class, we have 
A&3 - AZB. (8) 
In fact if the maps ,+Y and 3’ are such that &‘(A) C C@(A) VA, then 
AiB<cB * A& (9) 
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In the present paper we make a detailed study of the order defined in [7] 
for an arbitrary map 8. 
Lemma 1.2 is well known. 
LEMMA 1.2. The fol~~~~g st#~e~~ are equ~~~~t: 
(a> A 7 B; 
(b) B = A@@ - A); 
Cc> A ati B ure p.s. and P(A, B - A) = 0; 
Cd) (B-1 c{A-1; 
(e) A = BP = QB, where P and Q are projectors; possibly oblique; 
(f) A-B=A-Aforsome A- and ..&‘tA)c.&‘(B); 
(g> BA- = AA- for some A-and J(A- )c &‘(B’). 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) is due to Hat-twig [4, 61; that of (a) with (c> or 
(d) is due to the author [9]. Sambamurty 1171 established the equivalence of 
Cd) and (e), and Bakasalary and Mitra [l] that of (a) with (0 or (g). 
LEMMA 1.3 [ll]. Let A Z B. Then (B-AB-, B- arbitrary}={A; : BAT 
= AA;, A; B = A;A). 
Let IA-]s denote the set 
{A-:BA-=AA-,A-B=A-A). ClO> 
LEMMA 1.4 [13]. Let A T B. Then 
(A-},=(B--B-(B-A)B-,B- a&tray}. (11) 
For a subset &‘(A) of {A-} define the subset z?(A) as follows: 
S(A) ={c,:Ac,= AG,G,A=GA forsomeGE&(A)j. (12) 
Check that &‘(A) c 2(A). The set .$(A) is said to be complete if 
J’(A) =&A). (13) 
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Otherwise .&A) is called the completion of .#(A). d(A) is semicomplete 
(complete with respect to the reflexive g-inverses) if 
S’(A)n(A;}=&A)n{A;}. (14) 
The semicompleteness of &‘(A) is equivalent to 
DEFINITION (Complete and semicomplete maps). A map 9 as in (6) is 
said to be complete (semicomplete) if for every matrix A, the image 9(A) is 
complete (semicomplete). 
DEFINITION (Transposed maps). For a map 9 from Fmx” to 
9(FflXrn) mapping a matrix A to its image 9(A), the transposed map 3’ 
from Ynxm to 9(FmX”) is defined as follows: 
c@(B)={G’:GEdyB’)]. (15) 
For complex matrices the conjugate transposed map &* is defined in a like 
manner. 
Lemma 1.5 is a simple consequence of the definition of 9’ and &*. 
LEMMA 1.5. A <B 0 A’ < B’ ( 0 A* 7 B* for complex matrices). 
(A-}, as a subset of (A-1 is incomplete whenever (A-1, is nonempty. 
This is seen as follows. Let (A-), E (A-),. The completion of (A-1, will 
include matrices of the type (A-), = (A-), +[I -(A-),AlU[Z - A(A-),I 
for arbitrary U, and we have 
B(A-),= B(A-),+(B-A)U[Z-A(A-),] 
=A(A-)“+(B-A)U[Z-A(A-),,I, 
(A-),B=(A-),B+[z-(A-),A]U(B-A) 
=(A-),A+[z-(A-),A]u(B-A). 
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REMARK 1. _ Since &(A)C&A) f or each matrix A, it is seen that 
A<B * A ‘? B. However, A <B does not necessarily imply A <B. 
Consider a pair of matrices A, B, A Z B, and a map 9 such that 9(A) = 
{A-} \{A-),, 9(C) = {C-) otherwise. Clearly 9(A)n(A-), =0. Thus A 
and B are not comparable under (7). However, since (A-), is incomplete, 
&A)n(A-J, ~0. This shows 
A:B. 
DEFINITION (Support of a map). The support of a map 3 is the set fl, 
of all matrices A in Flnx” which have nonempty image sets d(A) under 
the map 9. 
The complement of fi, in Fmx” is denoted by Ln>. 
2. 9-BASED PARTIAL ORDERS 
The relation ? as defined in (7) need not always correspond to a partial 
order. See example 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider matrices in &3x3, and let &A) = {A+) if A is of 
rank 1 and = {A-) otherwise. Thus A ? B - A 2 B if A is of rank 1 and 
e A Z B otherwise. 
If 
.z9 .3 .Y 9 
it is seen that A < B, B < C. Nevertheless A 4 C. Thus the relation < is 
not transitive. Put 
~(AIB)=(GAG:GE~‘}. (16) 
Theorem 2.1 gives a sufficient condition under which (7) defines a partial 
order. 
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THEOREM 2.1. L&A ZB * 
#(A/B) c&'(A). 
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(17) 
Then (7) defines a pwtial order on ,R,,, the support of the map 9. 
Proof. Since in view of (8) and Lemma 1.2 
A<B, B?A * AZB, B7A = A=B, 
it remains only to verify that the relation < is transitive, that is, 
d 
Since B < C, 3( B- & E Y(B) such that 
(B--),c=(B-),B, C(B--),= B(B_),. (18) 
Now(17) = (B-),A(B-),=(A-),E~(A). Further, A <B = A7B * 
AB-A=AB-B=BB-A=AVB-, on account of the equivalence of (a> and 
(e) in Lemma 1.2. Hence using (1131, 
so that A < C. Note that the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Lemma 1.2 implies 
A(B-),A = A. The reflexivity part (A <A VA) is trivial. m 
The condition (17), though sufficient, is clearly not necessary for ? to 
define a partial order. See Example 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider matrices in gmxn, 8 = min(m,n)>, 3. Let 
&(A) = {AT} if Rank A = B and = {A-f \ (A,} otherwise. Here a matrix B 
of rank B is not comparable to any other matrix, because if A <B and A # B, 
then GA = GB, AG = BG for some G E d(A)= (A-}\{A;}. Note that 
since the reflexive g-inverses are excluded, we have Rank G > Rank A, 
Rank AG = Rank GA = Rank A, and at least one of BG and GB has rank 
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equal to Rank G > Rank A. This is a contradiction. For any other pair A ? 
B 0 A z B. The * part is trivial. For the e part, if A 7 B, then 
GA=GB, AG=BG forsome GE{A-). 
If Rank G > Rank A, this imphes A ? B. If Rank G = Rank A, consider G, = 
G + ab’, where a is a nonnull column of I- B-B and b’ a nonnull row of 
Z - BB-. Both Z - B-B and I - BB- are nonnuh matrices, since Rank B < 8. 
G, by construction satisfies the condition 
G,A = GOB, AC, = BG,. 
Further, G,E(A-) and RankGO=RankA+I. Thus G,EIIA-I\IA;I= 
&(A). We have A <B. Since 8(B)AS(B) contains only matrices of rank 
equal to Rank A, and &A) precisely excludes such matrices, A s B * 
(17). Note that VA, &A) = (A-). Hence ? = 3. 
An arbitrary semicomplete map 
A --y%) c(A-1, 8(A) possibly nonempty, 
on the other hand, induces a partial order on matrices if the order relation is 
defined differently. Let us write 
A=R if AZB and ~(AIB)=(GAG:GE&(B)}C~(A). (19) 
TNEOREM 2.2. When 9 is semicomplete, (19) defines a partial order 
on fig. 
Proof. That A < B, B < A * A = B follows by essentially the same 
argument as in the goof of Theorem 2.1. We now show that A < B, B < C 
* A 2 C. Consider an arbitrary g-inverse (C- )a in 3(C). The: 
s 
(C- hA(C- )a = (C- hB(C- h&C- h&C- )o, 
since B < C * B 7 C * {C-} C{B-} by Lemma 1.2, and A < B * A 7.B 
- BB-g=AB-B=A. Note that B I’,C =$ (C-),B(C-),E%B). Hence 
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A < B + (C-),A(C-), E &(A I Bj c J(A). The reflexivity (A ‘,A VA) 
is Ztrivial consequence of the semicompleteness of the map 9. n 
REMARK 2. Theorem 2.2 is not true if the condition A 7 B in (19) is 
replaced by the weaker condition A s: B. If 8 is semicomplete and Y( - A) 
= { - G : G E &(A)}, then since trivially A s: - A, we would have A < - A 
d 
=p - A < A 3 A = - A, a result only true for the null matrix. 
9 
THEOREM 2.3. lit the conditions assumed in Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
jbrA,B~fi~ 
Proof. The * part is trivial. Choose and fix (B-j0 E .3(B). Observe 
that A < B a A Z B, (B-j,A(B-j, E 9(A). Write (A-j, for 
(B-j,A(g- j,, and check that 
B(A-),=B(B-),A(B-),=A(B-),=A(B-),A(B-),=A(A-),, 
(A-),B=(B-),A(B-),B=(B-),A=(B-),A(B-),A=(A-),A, 
since by Lemma 1.2, A z B 3 BB-A = AB- B = AB-A = A VB-. Hence 
A<B*A?B. n 
d 
THEOREM 2.4. When the map 9 is semicomplete, fw A, B E a,, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
A<B, 
9 (20) 
c@(B) c&A), A:B. (21) 
Proof. To avoid triviality assume that A is nonnull. Naturally, so is B. 
(20) * (21): Let (B- j1 E C&B). Then 3(B- j,, E Y(B) such that 
(B-),B=(B-),A B( B-), = B( B-),. 
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~~~ AZ B = (B-),A=(B-),A, A(B-),=A(B-)a 3 (B-),A(B-),= 
(B-),A(B-),, and ~(AIB)c~(A) + (B-),A(B-),=(B-),A(B-)a= 
&(A). Write (A-), for (B-),A(B-),. Then A 7 B 3 (B-),A =(A-),A, 
A(B-), = A(A- )a j (B-), E .&A). But A s B * &(A)c&(B), 
&A’) c A( B’). Hence (20) * (21). 
(21) * (20): Assume now that (21) holds. Let (B- I1 E g(B). Then (B- )1 
E &A), and for arbitrary matrices U and V of appropriate order, (B- I1 + 
[I-(B-),B]U+V[Z- B(B-),]E(A-}. Thus 
{B-}=((B-)l+[Z-(B-)1B]U+V[Z-B(B-)I], U,Varbitrary}c{A-}, 
whence A 7 B. Let (B- IO E 9(B). Then (B- jO E C@(B) c &A). Further, 
(B-),A(B-),A=(B-),A, A(B-),A(B-),=A(B-),. 
Hence (B-)&B-), E &A). ALSO (B-),A(B-), E{AT]. This shows 
=&(A)n{A;}c.@(A) 3 9(AIB)c9(A). 
Hence (21) * (20). n 
Theorem 2.4 is false if the condition A : B is dropped from (21). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider matrices in F’nxn with m < n. Let A be any 
fixed matrix of rank m, and B any other fixed matrix also of rank m which 
shares with A a common right inverse, call it A. Let &(A) = 9(B) = (A}, 
and for other matrices C, 9(C) = {C-}. The map 8 is complete. If Theorem 
2.4 had been true, .z@ B) c &(A) would imply A Z B, and .&A) c .z& B) 
would imply B z A, and together they would lead to the conclusion A = B, 
which is untrue. 
As a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.4 we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. For A, B E fl, the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A < B; 
9 
(b) &B)c&A), A s: B. 
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Notethat A<B * B-A<B,nordoes A<B imply B-A<B. See 
Example 4, 
9 & 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider matrices in T.P~“, and let S = min(m, n)- 1. Let 
&(A)={A-) for a matrix A of rank < 6 and Ce(A)={A’} otherwise. If A 
isofrank <&thenA<B *AZB.IfAisofrankS,thenA<B *A?:. 
In either case A ? B =+ &(A I B) c .9(A). Hence by Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 
the relation < is a partial order, and in fact A < B (3 A < B. Choose and 
3 
fix a matrix K of rank 6, and let u,, ua, vi, and v2 be nonnull vectors such 
that 
Write et=plr+us, v=v,+ v,, A=uv*, B= K+uu*, and observe that 
AzOand 
B=A@(B-A). 
Hence A 7 B =j A <B. On the other hand 
A*( B - A) = A*K = vu,*K =+ 0, 
(B - A)A* = KA’ = Kviu” + 0, 
whence (B - A) 5; 8, whence (B - A) k” B, since B - A is of rank 6. 
REMARK 3. Examples 1 and 4 have one thing in common. In both, < 
-% -8, 4 
combines two standard partial orders < and < : < for matrices of smaller 
4 
rank and < for the rest. However in Example 4 the ~9~ order is finer than 
the &i order in the sense that A 2 B * A ‘2 B. Hence < is a partial 
order. The opposite is true in Example 1. There ? is not a partial order, 
In view of Theorem 2.4, one may at this stage enquire if for semicomplete 
maps d one has A $8 * z%(B) c &A). Theorem 2.5 shows that this 
indeed is true for square matrices, though it is not necessarily true for 
rectangular matrices (Example 5). 
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THEOREM 2.5. For square matrices, if the map 9 is semicomplete and <” 
is a partial order, then 
A<B a S(B) C&A). (22) 
Proof Let 9 be a map from .F’nx’n to 9(F’nx’“) as indicated in (6). 
The proof consists in showing that if the map 9 is semicomplete, then 
negation of (22) implies that < is not a partial order. 
Consider a specific pair A, B E ~“‘x”L such that A <B but 2(B) c 
&A). Let (B-j, E 9(B) and (B-j1 E &A). Then K = (B-),B(B-), E 9s 
and K P 2a * ZZAK = (A-), E 9(A). Let B be of rank r. Observed that 
both I - KB and Z - BK are of rank equal to m - r. Let the j,th, 
jsth, . . . , j,,_,th columns of Z - BK be linearly independent, and U, be a 
matrix formed by the corresponding columns of 1. Let the i,th, isth, . . . , i,,,_,th 
rows of Z - KB be linearly independent, and Us be a matrix formed by the 
corresponding rows of 1. Put U = U,U,. Clearly (I - BK)U(Z - KB) is of rank 
m-r,and 
C=B+(Z-BK)U(Z-KB) 
is nonsingular. In fact 
C-l= K+(Z- KB)V(Z- BK), 
where V = V,V,, V, is a right inverse of U,(Z - KB), and V, is a left inverse 
of (I - BK)U,. The proof is by direct multiplication; one notes that 
(I - BK)U,V2(Z - BK)U, = (I - BK)U, * (I - BK)U,V,(Z - BK) = (I - BK), 
since /[(I - BK)U,] = &(I - BK), and for a similar reason U,(Z - KB) 
V,Us!,(Z - KB) = U,(Z - KB) 3 (I - KB)V,U,(Z - KB) = (I - KB). Hence 
KC=KB, CK=BK, KE.@(B) = B&T 
Since 9 is semicomplete, if A ? C then 3A- E 9(A) f~ {A;) 
A-C= A-A, CA- = AA, 
whenceCA-C=A,whenceA-=C-‘AC-‘=KAK=(A-),~~(A),which 
is a contradiction. n 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let A, B be a fixed pair of matrices in Fmx” (m < n) 
such that B = A@ (B - A). Choose and fix a reflexive g-inverse K of B, and 
let (A-), = KAK. Let 9(A) = {C-) if C # A and 9(A) = {A-)\((A-),}, 
that is, &(A) contains every g-inverse of A other than those in the 
completion of the single-member set ((A- ),). The map 9 is complete, and 
s(B) = .#(I?) C d(A) = .&A), since K E ((A- )r}, K P 9(A) though K E 
g(B). However, ? continues to be a partial order, and in fact S ? T w 
S 7 T. This is because by Lemma 1.3, if S Z T, the class of reflexive 
g-inverses of S for which 
S-T = S-S, TS- = SS- 
is precisely given by (T-ST-, T- arbitrary), and this set contains more than 
one member even when T is of full rank. Here if Rank T = m, T- is a right 
inverse of T and the right inverse is not unique. Note that 
T-ST-=T-ST+TT-=T-ST+. 
By Lemma 1.1, invariance of this expression with respect to choice of T- 
would require 
41,) ck(T’), 
which is impossible, since dim L(T’) = Rank T = m < n. 
Absence of a single member from this set, as happened for the matrix A, 
is thus of no consequence. 
Of special interest is the case where the map 9 is such that for each A 
its image 9(A) is a single-member set and its only member A> is a 
specified reflexive g-inverse of A. Here the map 9 is semicomplete. 
Theorem 2.6 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for such a map 
9 to induce a partial order < on Fmxn. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let the map 9 be such that for each A E .Fnx”, 
8(A) = (A>} is a single member set and 9(A) c{AT}. Then fw ‘? to be a 
partial order on Fmxn, it is necessary and sufficient that 
A <B, Bnotmaximal 3 9(AIB)=9(A), (23) 
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B,$AB$= A;. (24) 
Proof. The sufficiency part follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
noting that the only place where (17) was invoked was in proving that the 
relation ? is transitive, and here also the matrix B, in view of the stated 
circumstances, will trivially satisfy the requirement that B be not maximal. 
For the necessity part put 
8*=(C:A &), 
and note that &A = {A +(I - AAs)U(Z - ASA), U arbitrary}. Let B E T$~. 
Since the relation < is transitive, 8s c gA. When 6’s contains more than 
one element, this implies that for arbitrary V 
A;(Z- BB$)V(Z- B;B) =0, 
(I - BB~$)V( Z - B$B)A;= 0, 
and so 
Ag(Z-BB$)=O, (Z-B~$B)A$=O if Z-BB$+O, I-B$B+O, 
whence 
which implies (24). n 
REMARK 4. The sharp order was defined in [lo] for square matrices. 
Here .@(A) = (A#} if A is of index 1, that is, Rank A” = Rank A, where A# is 
the group inverse. 9(A) is empty otherwise. One may enquire whether for 
matrices A with index higher than unity, it is possible to redefine &(A) so 
that 9(A) is a nonempty subset of (A-) and the redefined map also induces 
a partial order via (7). It is tempting to speculate that such an extension may 
be possible through the unique Scroggs-Ode11 pseudoinverse [18], since for 
matrices of index 1, the Scroggs-Ode11 pseudoinverse coincides with the 
group inverse. This however is not true, as we shall presently see. The map 
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9 which uses this unique pseudoinverse in fact fails to induce a partial 
order. For a square matrix A (real or complex), consider the Jordan decom- 
position 
A =XDX-‘, 
where D is a block diagonal matrix D = diag( D,, D,, . . . , fl, Du+ 1,. . . , Dp> 
and for each i, D, is a Jordan cell corresponding to some eigenvalue A of A. 
D,, D,, . . . t D, correspond to nonnull eigenvalues, and the rest to eigenvalue 
0. The Scroggs-Ode11 pseudoinverse A@ is defined as 
A*= XD+X-‘, 
where DC = diag( 0; ‘, Di ‘, . . . , II,- ‘, Dz+ 1,. . . , D,*> is the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of D. The uniqueness is achieved by imposing suitable conditions on 
the columns of the matrix X. It is seen that if 
than B is tripotent; hence Be= B” = B, and A@ = A*. Check that 
A@(B-A)=(B-A)A@=O = A%% 
However, 
Hence from Theorem 2.6 we conclude that the map &A) = {A@} VA does 
not induce a partial order via (7). 
While the main question asked in Remark 4 remains unanswered, one 
can reformulate it in a somewhat wider context as follows: 
REMARK 5. Let the map 9’ in (6) be such that the relation ? is a 
partial order. Let $2 be a subset of 0,. If for each A E R, @(A) is now 
replaced by the empty set, then the map g thus modified continues to 
induce a partial order on a reduced support. 
(25) 
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The following converse of this is an interesting open problem. Let the 
map .4 in (6) be such that the relation ? is a partial order. Is it possible to 
modify 9 only on KI>, the complement of fi2,, so that the map 9 so 
modified continues to induce a partial order? 
When the map 9 is one-to-one and 
{A; : A E ,tnxn} = Fnx”‘, 
one can define the inverse map 9-l as follows: 
S-‘( 0) =(A) if 9(A) =(D}. (26) 
In this context, when Z is a partial order, it seems natural to ask if “;_I 
is also a partial order. Theorem 2.7 provides an answer. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let the map 9 be such that for each A E FmX”, 
@(A) =(A;) is a single-member set and A~E(A,}. Further let 9 be 
one-to-one and (25) hold. Then if the relation T is a partial order, one has: 
(a) A<B * A+ _/F BJ; (27) 
(b) if in addition 
1 
Ox<- E * D.&I : ES-I, 
then the relation C’ is also a partial order. 
(28) 
we 
Proof. Part (a): Since the relation ? is a partial order, by Theorem 2.6 
conclude from A <B that 
Hence 
B;A = B;AB;A = ASA, 
AB; = AB;AB; = AA;, 
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since A <B j AZB CJ {B-}c(A-) on account of Lemma 1.2. Thus 
Part (b): Let 0,&I= A, ES-I= B, that is, D = A>, E = B,$. Then 
D?‘E + (B;-A>)A=0, A(B$-A;)=0 
=a B;AB$= A;, B;BA;= A;, A;BB$= A;, 
B,AA;= A;, A;AB, = A; 
* B$(B-A)A;=O, A;(B-A)B$=O. 
Multiplying the first equality by B on the left and the second by B on the 
right, 
(B-A)A;=O, A;(B-A)=0 = A'?& 
noting that (28) implies B - A i B. Similarly, if F&l= C then E gf’ F 3 
B ‘? C. Thus 
since the relation < is a partial order. This in turn, on account of part (a) of 
this theorem, leads to the conclusion 0%’ F. Thus the relation 
9-I 
< is 
transitive. As “;_I is trivially reflexive and antisymmetric, we note that “;’ 
is a partial order. W 
REMARK 6. It is not known whether Theorem 2.7(b) could be proved 
dropping the condition (28). 
Theorem 2.8 follows as a simple consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let the map d be such that for each A E .FtnXn, 
.3(A) = {AS} is a single-member set and AS E (A; 1. Assume further that the 
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relation S is a partial order and that 
A<B * B-A<B. 
ThenA<B * 
A$+(B-A);=B$. 
(29) 
(30) 
Proof. Check that 
B$= B;BB;=B;AB$+B;(B-A)B; 
=A;+(B-A); 
on account of Theorem 2.6. 
We shall now prove Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.9 (The contagion effect of &based partial orders). Let T 
and ‘? be distinct partial orders on 9”’ Xn. Then 
A ?C and A%‘B%‘C =$ A<B. 
Proof. This is trivially true when the 9’ order is finer than the 3 
do 9 
order, that is, when A < B * A < B. We shall therefore prove the theorem 
when the partial orders are not so. Using (8) and Lemma 1.2, we note that 
90 JO 
A<B<C * C-A=(C-B)@(B-A). Since A<C, weknow that for 
some(A~)o~~a,,wehave(C-A~A~)o=Oand(A~)o(C-A)=O.~Using 
the splitting above, similar equations hold for B - A, and thus A < B as 
required. n 
REMARK 7. A T C and A? B -“<” C * B 5 C. For a counterexample 
consider complex matrices 
A =diag(l,O,O), ,=diag[I,(i y)], c=z,. 
Let d represent the star order and 8’ the minus order. 
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TABLE 1 
‘9 
SEVEN KNOWN PARTIAL ORDERS < 
No. Name 9(A) &A) 
1 Minus fA-1 {A-l 
2 Minus p iA,) {A, +(I - A,A)U(I - AA; ), U arb.) 
3 Minus x IA,1 {Ai +(I - A,A)U(I - AAX ), U arb.) 
4 Sharp {A”1 {A&l 
5 Minus m IA,1 {A,1 
6 Minus 1 {A;1 {A;1 
7 Star {A+1 IA,1 
We conclude this section with table 1, which lists the seven known 
partial orders and shows where each fits in the unified theory. Though the 
original de~nition is based on (i‘), each could be equivalently defined by the 
condition AZB, &AIB)c;B(A) on account of Theorem 2.3, and in fact 
also by the conditions C&B) c s(A), A s: B. To verify this one has to (1) 
check that each map listed is at the least semicomplete, (2) check that A T B 
=$ &(A I B) C &?A) (a nontrivial task), and (3) invoke Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
NOTES. 
1. The first four partial orders are for any field; the last three require a 
complex field. 
2. Partial orders 2,3,4 are for square matrices. Here the sets &z(A) and 
.9(A) as indicated are valid if and only if A is of index 1. For other matrices 
A, &A) = C&A) =0. 
3. In partial orders 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 the condition A : B follows from 
the condition C@(B) c &(A). Hence each of these orders could be defined by 
the single equivalent condition C&B) c &A) (see 191 for partial order 1, [lOI 
for 4, [121 for 5 and 6, and [ll for 7). 
4. In partial orders 2 and 3 the condition A : B is necessary in addition 
to .@((B> C ,&A). For the pair of matrices 
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and 
{A,}={B~}=((~ z),u,uarbitrary.} 
(See [12] for partial orders 2 and 3.) 
3. THE LEFT AND RIGHT 9SUBORDERS 
In Baksalary and Mitra [1] it was shown that with each of the seven 
partial orders listed in Table 1 there are associated two suborders, referred to 
as the respective left and right orders. Let us examine these suborders in the 
context of the unified theory presented in this paper. Accordingly, for a map 
~9 as introduced in (6) and a pair of matrices A, B E FmXn, we write 
AI: B if A-A=A-B forsomeA-E&(A) and &(A)C&(B), 
(31) 
A”<IB if AK=BA- forsomeA_Es(A) and d(A’)Cd(B’). 
(32) 
Neither of the relations 1: and “<I need necessarily define a partial order. 
See Example 1 in this connection. Theorem 3.1 gives sufficient conditions 
under which they do so. 
THEOREM 3.1 
( ) a I_& A’?B j #{A)Ad( B) c 9(A); then (31) defines a partial 
order on 0,. 
(b) Let A?B * &‘(B)A&A)c&A); then (32) de&es a partid 
order on n.g. 
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lk~of. We prove only part (a). The proof of part (b) is similar. We first 
show that AI< B * A Z B. Let (A- lo E &A) and be such that 
(A-),A = (A-),B * A(A_),B = A. 
Further, &(A)c k(B) * A = BB-A for arbitrary B-. Hence for arbitrary 
B- 
AB-A = A(A-),BB-A = A(A-)eA = A 
+ (B-)c{A-} =j A7 B 
by Lemma 1.2. This shows that AIS B, B ‘< A *AZB,BZAaA=B. 
It remains to show that under the stated conditions AIS B, B’< C =S 
A[< C. Let (B-j, E 9(B) and be such that 
(B-),B=(B-),c. 
Put (A-), =(A-),A(B-1,. Clearly (A-),A =(A-),A(B-),A =(A-),A. 
But (A-&C = (A-)~A(B-)~C = (A-),A(B-),B = (A-&A, using (31). 
Hence (A-),A =(A-),C, &A)A&B)c@(A) =$ (A-), E &(A), and 
44) c&(B), d(B)cd(c) - &(A) CA(C). 
Trivially A I< A VA. q 
Example 6 shows that (31) and (32) can define partial orders even though 
the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are not true and in fact even when the relation 
< is not a partial order. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider matrices in emXn, and let &(A) = {A,) U{A,l \ 
I.@ 81 
{A,). We now show that here both < and < are equivalent to 7 . Hence 
both are partial orders. 
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We have seen that both A I< B and A<IB imply A 7 B. Consider now 
an arbitrary pair A, B E .F71xn such that A z B. Consider the class &a of 
matrices A- such that 
A-(B-A)=O, (B-A)A-=o. 
If this class &a has a nonempty intersection with either {A;} \{AJ or 
i.9 $1 
{A,}\{AJ, then clearly both A < B and A < B are true. If &‘a has a 
nonempty intersection with {A-) \{A,)U{A,), choose and fix an arbitrary 
matrix G from this intersection. Then for arbitrary choices of Ai and A;, 
GAAt E S(A) and satisfies (31); A,AG E &(A) and satisfies (32). Thus 
again both AI< B and A%lB are true. The only other possibility is that -&o 
consists exclusively of matrices of the type A,, This possibility can safely be 
excluded, since if it were true, by Lemma 1.3 the class {B-AB-, B- 
arbitrary} would consist exclusively of A+, that is, for arbitrary B-, 
B-A = A+A, AB-=AA+, 
which is not possible if m Y+ n. Note that here the two inclusions 
?P=dqz,) Cd?(B), 8” = dq I,) c&q B’) 
cannot hold simultaneously as invariance of B-A and of AB- under choice 
of B- would demand. Thus A 7 B * A[? B, A”<‘B. 
Choose now a pair A, B E xPxa such that AT B. Here {B,)c{A,). 
We have seen that A z B * A Z B * A[< B. However, A’ = A,AA, E 
&A)Ad’(B), but A’I = A,,.@ &(A). Similarly, considering a pair A, B, 
A Z B, it is seen that A<‘B * &‘(B)A&A)CS(A). 
m 
That the relation ‘? does not always lead to a partial order is best seen 
through the following numerical example for m = 3, n = 4. Let 
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With the choice of 
it is seen that 
(B-A)A;=~, A;(B-A)=0 + A&, 
(C-B)B,i=O, B,(C-B)=O * B&Y. 
However, since 
A,= 
and 
Y4 
f ~a, y3, ya arbitrary, 
i* 
x2, xa arbitrary, 
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it is seen that for no choice of A- E #(A) do we have 
(c-A)A-=o, A-(C-A) =O. 
This imphes A f C. 
The condition 
Y(A)A;e(A) c&(A) (33) 
is a stronger requirement than semicompleteness. The map d in Example 6 
is in fact complete. However, &A) does not satisfy the condition (33). 
Accordingly a subset d(A) of (A”} is said to be strongly semicomplete if it 
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obeys (33). A map 8 is said to be strongly semicomplete if for each 
A E FmXn, its image .9(A) is strongly semicomplete. A map which is both 
complete and strongly semicomplete is called strongly complete. 
We shall now prove Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the map ~9 be strongly semicomplete and the condi- 
tions aced in The~em 3.1 hold. Then: 
(a> One has 
A[: B, A”“<‘B w A&. (34) 
(b) Further, $ is a partial order. 
Proof. Clearly 
A<B * A? B, A?B. 
Assume now that AL< B and A”<‘B hold. Choose and fix (A- IO E &(A), 
(B-j, E g(B). Then 
A-“<‘B =+ (B-),A(A-),E;~(B)A&‘(A)c&(A) 
Since .# is strongly semicomplete, we have thus 
(A-1, =(B-)oA(B-10 
We have noted in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 
A? B * AZB j AB-A=AB-B=BB-A=A ‘tlB- 
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by Lemma 1.2. Hence 
A(A-), = A(B-), = B(A-),, 
(A-),A =(B-),A = (A-),B, 
so that A <B. 
Part (b) is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1, since A $ B 
is 
*A<B 
5 S(A)A&3) c &(A) and A $ B * A?]B - .zY(B)A&A) c s?(A), 
and the two together, on account of strong semicompleteness of the map 9, 
imply 
#(AlB) c&‘(B)A&‘(B) 
=#(B)AS(A)AJ(A)A$(B) cd(A)A@(A) c&(A). 
a 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The space preordering s: as introduced in (3) is reflexive and transitive 
but not antisymmetric. It is thus not a partial order on matrices, but will be 
so on equivalence classes when equivalence is defined as follows: 
A-B if k’(A)=&(B), k(A’)=k’(B’), (35) 
Consider a map 9 as in (6) and a partitioning of 9(A) into the various 
equivalence classes. 
DEFINITION (Atom). An atom of 9(A) is one such equivalence class 
which does not dominate any other equivalence class under the space 
preordering. 
When 9(A) is semicomplete, it is seen for example that the atoms of 
&(A) are single-member classes each containing an individual reflexive 
inverse A; represented in 9(A). Theorem 4.1 provides necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a pair of maps d and 3’ to induce identical order 
relationships via the condition (7). 
THEOREM 4.1. Two different maps ~$3 and do induce identical order 
relat~o~h~p~ on pairs of matrices through the c~d~tio~ (7) zf and only if x- 
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every matrix A, the atoms of &‘(A) and of So(A) are identical (up to 
equivalence 1. 
Proof. Theorem 4.1 follows from the fact that for (A- ),,(A- I2 E iA_} 
fA-)1X=0, X(A-)r=O = (A-),X=0, X(A-)2=0 
if and only if (A-), and (A-), beIong to the same equivalence class. 
Further, in determining which of the matrices B will dominate A under the 
&order it s&ices to consider only the atoms, since if the equivalence class 
of (A- >i dominates the equivalence class of (A- I2 under the space preorder- 
ing, 
(A-),X=0, X(A-),=O * (A-)2X=0, X(A-),=O. 
n 
REMARK 8. In this paper we have been able to present several neat 
theorems on the &order, assuming semicompleteness of the map 9. This is 
because under this assumption 9 has a particularly simple and manageable 
atomic structure, as noted above. 
REMARK 9. Completeness of a subset of g-inverses of a matrix as 
defined in (13) satisfies Kuratowski’s closure postulates. The topological 
implications of this are put forward as an open problem. It is interesting to 
note that, as in a discrete topology, in the topology thus defined the 
complement of a closed set is also a closed set. In other words, each closed 
set is also an open set. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Robert E. Hartwig fw his careful 
reading of the rnan~~pt and several com~nts that have led to an impr~ed 
presentation of the materials in this paper. This includes the connection 
between completeness and the closure finction which we have recorded in 
Remark 9. 
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